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NEW TITLES

Out of the Cold: Archaeology on the Arctic Rim of North America
BY OWEN K. MASON AND T. MAX FRIESEN
The Arctic rim of North America presents one of the most daunting environments for humans. In this book, the authors track the history of cultural innovations in the Arctic and Subarctic for the past 12,000 years, including the development of sophisticated architecture, watercraft, fur clothing, hunting technology, and viewpoints. Climate change is linked to many of the successes and failures of its inhabitants; warming or cooling periods led to periods of resource abundance or collapse, and in several instances to long-distance migrations. At its western and eastern margins, the Arctic also experienced the impact of Asian and European world systems, from that of the Norse in the East to the Russians in the Bering Strait.

KINDLE EDITION AVAILABLE!

Food Production in Native North America: An Archaeological Perspective
BY KRISTEN GREMILLION
This book provides a broad overview of the development of agriculture and other forms of resource management by the Native peoples of North America. Its geographical scope includes most of the continent’s temperate zone, but regions where agriculture took hold are emphasized. Temporally, this volume looks back as far as the first indigenous domesticates that agriculture took hold are emphasized. Temporally, this volume looks back as far as the first indigenous domesticates that may have been introduced from Asia by the first major waves of migration into the Americas. The book synthesizes current research and is accessible to students and professionals alike.

KINDLE EDITION AVAILABLE!

SALE TITLES

Hawaii’s Past in a World of Pacific Islands
BY JAMES M. BAYMAN AND THOMAS S. DYE
Given its relatively late encounter with the West, Hawaii offers an exciting opportunity to study a society whose traditional lifeways and technologies were recorded in native oral traditions and written documents before they were changed by contact with non-Polynesian cultures. This book chronicles the role of archaeology in constructing a narrative of Hawaii’s cultural past, focusing on material evidence dating from the Polynesians’ first arrival on Hawaii’s shores about a millennium ago to the early decades of settlement by Americans and Europeans in the nineteenth century. A final chapter discusses new directions taken by native Hawaiians toward changing the practice of archaeology in the islands today.


Recent Developments in Southeastern Archaeology: From Colonization to Complexity
BY DAVID G. ANDERSON AND KENNETH E. SASSAMAN
This book represents a period-by-period synthesis of southeastern prehistory designed for high school and college students, avocational archaeologists, and interested members of the general public. It also serves as a basic reference for professional archaeologists worldwide on the record of a remarkable region.


Northwest Coast: Archaeology as Deep History
BY MADONNA L. MOSS
This concise overview of the archeology of the Northwest Coast of North America challenges stereotypes about complex hunter-gatherers. Madonna Moss argues that these ancient societies were first and foremost fishers and food producers and merit study outside socio-evolutionary frameworks. Moss approaches the archaeological record on its own terms, recognizing that changes through time often reflect sampling and visibility of the record itself. The book synthesizes current research and is accessible to students and professionals alike.


FORTHCOMING TITLES

Oaxaca: Arqueología de una Región Mesoamericana
POR NELLY M. ROBLES GARCÍA
Este libro ofrece una visión general de la arqueología de la región oaxaqueña, abordada desde sus orígenes, con los científicos del siglo XIX, hasta los estudios más recientes en la época moderna. Ubicada en el sur de México, esta región mesoamericana ha sido considerada como cuna de civilizaciones debido a su interrumpida desarrollo cultural, desde la prehistoria hasta nuestros días. El libro se presenta organizado en una manera cronológica, a fin de que el lector pueda comprender el desarrollo de las antigüas culturas que han convivido a lo largo de varios siglos en este vasto territorio. Ofrece una compilación de los conocimientos emanados de varios proyectos arqueológicos que se han realizado permanentemente en Oaxaca, que han permitido ir construyendo la historia de los grupos humanos asentados desde la etapa lítica hasta la llegada de la conquista europea en las diversas sub-regiones. Muestra también los diversos enfoques de la arqueología mexicana y norteamericana que la han modelado, y que se han complementado de manera afortunada para hacer de Oaxaca una de las regiones más estudiadas de Mesoamérica.

Curating and Using Archaeological Collections
EDITED BY MARK WARNER AND TERRY CHILDS
All archaeologists have responsibilities to support the collections they produce, yet budgeting for and managing collections over the length of a project and beyond is not part of most archaeologists’ training. While this book highlights major challenges that archaeologists and curators face with regards to collections, it also stresses the values, uses, and benefits of collections. It also demonstrates the continued significance of archaeological collections to the profession, tribes, and the public and provides critical resources for archaeologists to carry out their responsibilities. Many lament that the archaeological record a finite and disappearing. In this context, collections are even more important to preserve for future use, and this book will help all stakeholders do so.
## 2019 ORDERING INFORMATION

- **Online ordering** is fast, easy, and SECURE.
- All sales are final (excluding book jobber/bookstore orders).
- Recognized book jobbers and bookstores ordering multiple copies of the same title at the same time may take a 20% discount off the regular price.
- Book jobbers and bookstore return policy: Material must be returned in resalable condition, i.e., no stickers, prices, etc. on the item. The material must be accompanied by a copy of the original invoice within 90 days of original sale. A re-stocking fee of 20% will be deducted from your refund.
- Expedited service is available for an additional $35.00 fee plus the cost of shipping. An expedited order may be shipped overnight or 2nd day. Contact SAA to determine exact shipping costs. All expedited orders received after 2:30 pm (EST) will be processed the following business day.

### Shipping and Handling

- For orders within the United States: $7 for the first item and $3 for each additional item.
- Canada: $25 for up to two items; $47 for three to five items; $60 for six to eight items. More than 8 items? Contact SAA.
- Outside the United States and Canada: $35 for up to two items; $75 for three to five items; $94 for six to eight items.
- All items are shipped using USPS Priority Mail. Transit time within the United States takes 2-3 days. Transit time outside of the United States takes 7-10 days, depending on recipient’s address.
- Standard order fulfillment is approximately 10 working days.
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